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Abstract
The structure of electric utility industry around the globe has been rapidly changing. It is worthwhile to look at the fundamentals of electricity service in order to gain insight into the restructuring of the electric power industry.

I. Introduction
Electricity markets were traditionally served by "vertically integrated" utilities. The utilities were responsible for all key components, namely generation, transmission and distribution, of delivering power to the customers. In this traditional model, electricity markets were considered to be a natural monopoly. During the last two decades, this traditional model has been challenged both in the developed and developing countries [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14].

In the new model, the transmission operator is decoupled from generation and distribution segments in order not to give any unfair advantages to companies competing in them, since scales of economies favour a "regulated" single transmission operator, instead of, building multiple (parallel) high voltage networks [1].

In the case of generation, there are no physical constraints to having more than single provider. In the United States, where investor owned utilities has already delivered majority of the electricity, several states started what is called the deregulation process, during which competitive market rules are being brought into the generation component [2, 4, 7]. In other developed and developing countries where the vertically integrated utilities were owned by the state, the generation sector has been privatized [6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. The main drivers for this process have been raising investment for either aging or under-built electricity infrastructure, respectively; the goal of providing the right investment messages to the market; and the goal of providing electricity at its competitive market value.

The case of distribution is a bit more complex. Within a, the electrical power flows to the end-user through a highly connected transmission network. The supply at the aggregated distribution delivery points acts as if it is coming from a pool. As a result, as long as open and fair access is given to the transmission network for competitive generation providers, there are no physical constraints in having multiple and competitive service providers, i.e., load serving providers (LSPs) at the distribution points. Note that scales of economies does not favour building multiple (parallel) low voltage networks, either [1].

In the case of developed countries, multiple LSPs are generally allowed. In this case, deregulation and/or privatization bring in more competition and efficiency to the market place. In the case of developing countries, the recipe to competitive electrical power markets generally calls for regulated and single LSPs within properly defined regions. Privatization, in this case, brings in the much needed investment and efficiency. Generalized overviews of these models are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1. Competitive electricity market model in developed countries

Figure 2. Competitive electricity market model in developed countries
In any case, the process of restructuring the electric power industry is very complex and difficult, and by no means follows a single, well-defined route. Even within the United States, different states have applied different market rules to the three key components of electrical power markets, leaving the rules at the interfaces and connection points vague and difficult to manage [7]. As a result, the restructuring, deregulation and privatization of electric power industry have recently become one of the most controversial topics of our times.

There are several papers that track the evolution of restructuring of the electric power sector around the globe, as well, as that cover the specifics of the actually implemented markets [4, 5, 6, 8, 9]. This paper concentrates on the fundamentals of electric power markets, and tries to highlight the economic side of the complexity that has made the restructuring of this important sector difficult.

In Section II, certain unique characteristics of electrical power are discussed. In particular, how these characteristics make it difficult to introduce competitive market structure in electric power markets is covered in detail. In Section III, the economic fundamentals as they may apply to the electric power markets are introduced. In general, the fundamentals of electricity service are covered in order to gain insight into the restructuring of the electric power industry.

II. ELECTRICAL POWER AS A COMMODITY

Electricity has some key attributes that make it different from any other commodity [1, 2, 15]. In a typical power system, little or no electric storage capacity exists. The supply for electricity has to instantaneously match with the demand.

The transportation of electricity is usually over long transmission lines that form a greater network. The network may extend to international or inter-regional grids. Due to its physical nature, it is almost never possible to plan and trace the actual path of the generation (supply) that matched the demand (load).

The electric grid does not physically allow identification of a single transmission line with a single physical energy delivery. Instead, it appears like a vast “pool” - electric energy is produced and put into the pool, and taken out by consumers.

Many transmission systems have bottlenecks or “congestion” when various lines in the grid are at risk of being overloaded by the patterns of production and demand that exist. The only way to control transmission flows on individual lines is to adjust the production (and possibly demand) at the grid substations so that the physical behavior of the grid produces the desired outcome. Congestion can be modelled at different levels of complexity. This brings in challenges in market implementations. In developed countries, there are transmission markets with derivative products. However, the infrastructure for such markets requires significant investment. Therefore, these are not usually implemented at the beginning of the restructuring process in the developing countries.

The energy consumer cannot predict with 100% accuracy how much energy will be utilized a day or an hour ahead. The quantity actually delivered and consumed may be, in fact almost always is, different from the quantity contracted for. Thus, electricity has to provide not only for basic energy contracts on a forecasted basis (i.e., a day or an hour ahead which can be “scheduled” for delivery and production and transportation planned accordingly), but also has to provide for instantaneous or balancing energy which is required to make up the differences between forecasts and demand.

All generators in an interconnected power system must run in synchronism with one another. In most industrialized countries the integrity of the power system depends upon keeping the frequency of supply (either 50 or 60Hz) very close to nominal. Frequency deviation is a near-instantaneous measure of the difference between supply and demand. This requires maintaining the frequency by momentary variation of generation plants output up and down. As a result of these real-time operation requirements, a certain market design and implementation may introduce several derivative energy products. The instantaneous balancing creates additional complexity. This complexity creates several other services that must be provided by the grid operator. One important such service is “reserves” or the ancillary services (A/S) [1, 2, 3]. Reserves are used to maintain quality of supply over the networks. They are needed to provide for the event of a local plant outage and required to come online within a certain time frame after the outage occurs. They come in several variations ranging from instantly available, called spinning reserve, to capacity reserve which may be called on over a longer time frame.

Due to the physical nature of electricity, electric transmission lines consume what they are essentially built to carry, electrical energy. These are referred to as losses and the amount of the losses depend upon several factors, such as the transmission and distribution line equipment characteristics, and operating pattern of production and demand. Losses may be significant - in the range of 5-10% of the delivered energy. It is typically higher in developing countries. The fact that energy effectively flows into a giant pool and then flows out to the end users produces a new problem of ensuring that fairness prevails in settlement of payments for its production and use.
III. ECONOMIC FUNDAMENTALS

The key to a price is a market, which exists when a willing buyer and a willing seller meet at a mutually agreed price. Price is one element of the interface between buyer and seller. For the supplier, price could be thought of the value given by the purchaser. The purchaser, on the other hand, could see the price as the supplier's cost.

The traditional electricity market model used both in the developed and developing countries utilized a unique cost-based pricing system [1, 16, 17]. This cost-based pricing system was around for so long, it seemed the only natural way to price electricity. Regulatory utility pricing systems were around for so long, it seemed the only cost-based pricing system [1, 16, 17]. This cost-based system was developed and developing countries utilized a unique supplier's cost.

Purchaser, on the other hand, could see the price as the thought of the value given by the purchaser. The idea of the interface between buyer and seller. For the supplier, price could be the agreed price. Price is one element of the interface where a willing buyer and a willing seller meet at a mutually agreed price.

The key to a price is a market, which exists when a willing buyer and a willing seller meet at a mutually agreed price. For the supplier, price could be thought of the value given by the purchaser. The purchaser, on the other hand, could see the price as the supplier's cost.

Under the traditional utility pricing, the utilities in fact have provided considerably more than kWh of energy and kW of capacity to the customers [16, 17]. Among such services, one important one is the reliability. The reliability of the service is usually forgotten since it has become an integral part of the electricity commodity. Others include wheeling and transmission services for other utilities, dispatching, coordination of bulk transactions, investment in transmission and distribution networks, emission controls, tree-trimming, maintenance, and other functions that need to be performed for delivery.

The cost-based pricing aims at fair and stable cost recovery for these services. Ideally, prices are designed to recover all of the utility's operating costs and costs associated with its investment in generation, transmission and distribution facilities. This includes cost of interest on bonds which were sold to finance the capital investments, and return to the shareholders to compensate them for the use of their money, where applicable.

However, the traditional cost-based pricing has several short-comings and competitive market advocates complain about its serious weaknesses [18]. As an example, it is prone to cross subsidies between different classes of customers in the case of investor-owned utilities like the ones in the United States. Since there is not a best way of allocating cost among different customer classes, "captive" customers may end up paying for plant power capacity that provides a high level of reliability, a service cut for industrial customers.

In the case of state-owned utilities, it may promote inefficiency. The main reason for this is that cost-based pricing is generally below marginal costs. Marginal costs can be shown to optimize customer/utility decision-making under certain assumptions. Marginal cost is the cost of producing one more unit of a product. Consider the following simple example. Assuming that the complete cost of delivering the next kWh of electricity is 4 cents for a particular utility:

i. A customer for whom the electricity is worth 5 cents will forego the use of energy, thus the 5 cents benefit from it if the electricity is priced at 6 cents/kWh (above its marginal cost)

ii. A customer for whom the electricity is worth 3 cents will use too much energy, thus wasting it if the electricity is priced at 2 cents/kWh (below its marginal cost).

It can be shown that under certain conditions, the profit-maximizing price is the marginal cost. The society loses as a whole if goods are priced other than at their marginal costs. In general, it is argued that the cost-based pricing is a poor substitute for the competitive market-based pricing. However, restructuring the electric power industry to eliminate the inefficiencies may introduce different kinds of inefficiencies if the restructuring model is not carefully chosen and tediously implemented [1, 15, 18]. In fact, the new inefficiencies may turn out to be costlier than the ones that were eliminated by the transition.

The main difficulty in marginal pricing is how to define it properly. Usually, a distinction is made between short-run and long-run marginal costs. In the case of electricity, the short-run costs are associated with operating the existing system. Long-run costs include costs of additional plants or system parts. In practice, the competitive market-based pricing refers to short-run marginal cost. Although still not clear, the short-run marginal costs associated with the network component have been found to be too low to recover the existing capital investment. Only if the network is often constrained, and if opportunity costs are particularly high, will the capital costs be recovered. As a result, the discussion on the "correct" definition of short-run marginal cost for electric power has opened up another thorny issue: transmission pricing.

Another problem with short-run marginal costs is that they may be very volatile. No one will want to make decisions in a market where the prices fluctuate wildly. The dramatic price increases in the Midwest of United States in the spring of 1998 are examples of how it is difficult to introduce truly competitive market structure to electric power industry [17]. In this instance, the price "spike" was an extraordinarily high, but rather narrow and short-lived increase in wholesale spot market prices. In the aftermath, pricing caps were introduced by the grid operators or state and federal regulators. However, these are distortions and externalities to the market.
The theory says that marginal cost pricing can improve efficiency so as long as the market does not include any biased, subsidies or outside intrusions, i.e., externalities. The principle of second best says that partial optimization may be useless: there is no guarantee that using marginal costs as the basis for pricing is better than any other approach in a system with distortions. However, it seems like the restructuring of the electric power markets is a foregone decision as more and more countries opt for it. The challenge in future will lie in defining the best market rules and implementing them.

V. CONCLUSION

The electric power sector is going through a transition period where the rules of delivering power are changing constantly. Since the privatization of the electricity industry started in the United Kingdom in the late 1980’s, the "vertically integrated" utility service and cost-based pricing models have been questioned, challenged, modified and totally abandoned in many countries.

The process of restructuring the electric power industry does not follow a single, well-defined route. Different market rules have been applied to the three key components of electrical power markets, leaving the rules at the interfaces and connection points vague and difficult to apply and manage. As a result, the restructuring, deregulation and privatization of electric power industry have recently become one of the most controversial topics of our times. It currently seems certain that the restructuring of the traditional electric power markets to competitive ones. Yet, the ultimate question if the end-user will profit from these changes in the form of cheaper electricity still remains an unknown.

This paper concentrated on the fundamentals of electric power markets, and tried to highlight the economic side of the complexity that has made the restructuring of this important sector so difficult.
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